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Have you ever seen a heavyweight fight like Ali vs Fraizer, Tyson vs Lewis, or
Wilder vs Fury? Well this is what Clearbrook vs Dickinson felt like as the (27-4)
Wolverines took on the (26-3) Gators. With Clearbrook already having won the first
matchup at Dickinson, I wanted to see what changes coach Jason Wilson would come
up with to pull out the victory. From the start you could see that Dickinson wanted to
attack the paint vigorously. 2022 Texas A&M football commit Patrick Williams Jr.
ignited the crowd with 3 spectacular dunks. 2023 Zyon Little seemed to get all the
rebounds in a low scoring first quarter that ended in favor of Dickinson 16-11. In the
second quarter, Dickinson changed up their defense from 2-3 zones to 3-2 zones to
try and confuse the Wolverines. Clearbrook handled it well and with timely shooting
from 2023 pg Marcus Millender and 2023 g Ja’Michael Young,they clawed back into
the game to finish the half tied at 27 all.
In the second half, without their emotional leader 2022 pg Kemauri Millender,
who was plagued by foul trouble the whole game, Dickinson looked to take full
control. 2024 pg Qasim Boyd played a heck of a floor game. He looked poised and
unrattled in a hostile environment. Every time there was a play to be made, he was
right on the spot. Texas A&m football commit Donovan Green also played a vital role
in the paint. You could tell Green’s presence was missed in the first game. Clearbrook
fought valiantly with Marcus and ℅ 2023 w Broderick Jackson Jr. both hitting big back
to back 3 point shots, that momentarily gave the Wolverines a lead. However, in the
last 90 seconds, Zyon Little made all the plays against his former team. Little came
with back to back steals and lay ups that would seal a 58-52 victory for Dickinson
giving them the district lead. Clearbrook was led by Marcus Millender with 12 points,
5rebs, 6 assists and 2 steals. Kemauri Millender with 9 points and 5 rebs. Dickinson
was led by Patrick Williams Jr with 16 points and 8 rbs. Zyon Little with 15 points,11
rebs and 3 steals. Qasim Boyd with 10 points and 4 rebs.
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